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Cranford bases his argument that PVS patients are "per
manently unconscious" on the official position paper of the
American Academy of Neurology, which states: "Persistent
vegetative state patients do not have the capacity to experi
ence pain or suffering. Pain and suffering are attributes of
consciousness requiring cerebral cortical functioning, and
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patients who are permanently and completely unconscious
cannot expyrience these symptoms." The perspective of the
academy's testing is not to intervene to help the patient but
to support the academy's aim to eliminate them.
The academy gives three points as "evidence" that PVS
·
patients are "permanently unconsciousness."
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German Catholic Bishop Cleme s August Galen gave
a sermon at St. Lamberti Churc in Munster on Aug.
3, 1941, discussing a Pastoral A etter of July 6, 1941
which had protested the Nazis' dt portation and murder
of mentally disabled persons. Hue are excerpts:
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The academy claims that in all PVS patients studied
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found some of the pharmacological keys to stemming that

If it is permitted to kill the u productive man, then
aU the invalids who have used up, sacrificed, and lost
their strength and their healthy b Gnes in the production

damage, as well as studies that indicate that the nervous
system can overcome the damage caused by oxygen depriva
tion by sprouting new nerve fibers and rerouting messages
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process, are on the target list ... then murder of all
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Advances in Neurology, 1988).

Equally ludicrous is the third point the academy makes:
"Data utilizing Positron Emission Tomography (PET) indi
cate that the metabolic rate for glucose is greatly reduced in

as a principle. . . .

Once man is given the right t � kill the unproductive '
fellow-citizen, then the murder I>f us all when we tum
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PVS patients, to a degree incompatible with consciousness."
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Despite the fact that Cranford was completely wrong
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porting their claim, the AMA has asserted: "Vegetative state
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